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Lesson Plan  
Objective:  
 
Assessment questions:  
 
Instructional Aids: N/A 
 
Foundational Competences: Teamwork, Perseverance, Results Focused, Flexibility, Self-
Control, Leadership, Precision, Information Seeking and Fosters Innovation.  
 
References: AFH-1 and CJCSI 3405-01 
 
Lesson Outline  
MP 1. Introduction 

a. Motivation / Attention 
Question: for the last 3 months you learned/been asked about the 
Air Force identity, but has anyone asked you about your 
IDENTITY? 

b. Objective: Discuss the importance of recognizing that your values 
will contribute to build your Airman identity 
 

10 Minutes 

MP 1 - Personal Values 
a. Guided Discussion 

• Positive values 
• Negative values 

15 Minutes 

MP 2. Air Force identity 
a. What was your perspective of the Air Force before you joined, why 

the Air Force and not the Army, Navy, Marines, etc.? 
b. Heritage video/story 
c. Now that you are an Airman, what is your perspective of the Air 

Force identity as now? 

 

MP 3 - Where your personal values fit into the Airman identity? 
a. On a scale 1 -10 …1 been “my identity doesn’t correlate with the AF 

identity”…. 10 been “my identity is the AF identity”  

15 Minutes 

MP 4. Conclusion 
a. Circle back to Airmanship definition and explain how identity 

relates to the definition 

5 Minutes 
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Attention / Motivation:  
Question: for the last 3 months you learned/been asked about the Air Force identity, but has 
anyone asked you about your IDENTITY? 

Anticipated Response: 

Responses will vary 

Objective:  Discuss the importance of recognizing that your values will contribute to build your 
Airman identity 

Assessment question: Can the Airman explain how his personal values will help him develop 
his identity as an Airman? 
 
MP1: Personal Values 
 
Guided Discussion - Help Airmen identify their values and ask them to relate their answer/values 
to a personal story.  Encourage them to talk about good and bad experiences. How and why they 
compromised their values before the Air Force and how and why their values helped them make 
the right decision. 
 
Anticipated Responses: 

- Responses will vary 
 
Transition:   
 
MP2: Air Force Identity 

Guided Discussion: Ask the following questions 

a. What was your perspective of the Air Force before you joined, why the Air Force and not 
the Army, Navy, Marines, etc.? 

Anticipated Responses: 

- Responses will vary 
 

b. Heritage video/story:  Using Air Force Heritage today video - Oath 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OzPWy5VDJU) or your story (if no 
internet/computer available) explain your perspective and how you (facilitator) identify 
with the Air Force identity / Airmanship 

 
No anticipated responses.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OzPWy5VDJU
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c. Now that you are an Airman, what is your perspective of the Air Force identity now? 
 

Anticipated Responses: 
 
- Responses will vary 

 
Transition:  Air Force identity and Airman are one of the same 
 
 
MP3: Where your personal values fit into the Airman identity? 

a. On a scale 1 -10 …1 been “my identity doesn’t correlate with the Air Force/Airman 
identity”…. 10 been “my identity is the Air Force/Airman identity” 

 
Anticipated Responses: 
- Responses will vary 

 
b. Facilitate discussion to make them understand that there is no right or wrong answer and 

guide them to find ways and tools to move their scale up 
 

Anticipated Responses: 
- Responses will vary 

 
 MP4: Conclusion 

Circle back to Airmanship definition and explain how identity relates to the Airmanship 
definition.  

 


